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Half way
First, apologies for being a little late with this 
issue. It’s been a busy year but we managed to 
squeeze in a short holiday – so new everything 
is behind schedule again!

Anyway, there is is now the tail of the season 
to look forward to, starting with the Benelux 
double header in the ERC. It’s August, so it 
must be Belgium and Holland. The two races 
are a fixture of the summer and both have 
bumper entries in this very strong ERC season.

The various national championships are also 
developing into closely fought battles. Lars 
Larsson is stamping his mark on the Swedish 

championship and looks likely to bow out with, 
at least, the national title to his credit. In Britain 
Andrew Jordan continues to lead, but the battle 
is far from over and Ollie O’Donovan’s maiden 
victory at Knockhill kept him in the hunt. In 
France Jean-Luc Pailler remains favourite, but 
has been worked hard by Marc Laboulle and 
now David Meslier, the latter having now won 
twice with Philippe Chanoine’s Renault.

There’s a lot of racing left yet this year and, as 
usual, we will urge you to get out there and see 
some of it.

         rallycrossworld@myriorama.com
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Briefing
Longer calendar may not be 
good news for ERC teams
Elsewhere in this issue we take a look at the news that next 
year the European rallycross Championship will almost certainly 
grow to 12 races, and concentrate on the budgetary and time 
consequences of this. It may seem strange to suggest that racing 
teams, businesses established to go racing, could object to 
having more events each year, more opportunities to trade.

That, however, is very likely to be the case in the ERC. The 
FIA Off Roads President himself admits that ‘the drivers will 
not like it’. But Andy Lasure has very little option other than to 
propose a 12-event calendar be accepted to 2008. If the ORC 
receives 12 valid applications on behalf of suitably qualified 
organisers and correctly licenced circuits, there is no reason 
for those applications to be rejected. Lasure says he expects 
that there will be 12 applications for the 2008 season. Assuming 
they are all properly supported and correct, the championship 
will be run over 12 rounds.

Germany is seeking to rejoin the ERC and will, almost 
certainly seek to regain it’s traditional calendar slot in the first 
weekend of October. The other additional race is proposed 
for Finland. It would seem unlikely that the Finns will want to 
run an event either at the very beginning or very end of the 
championship. Other organisers are unlikely to vacate their 
usual calendar slots, so it looks as though there will be 12 
races in the 20 week season next year. This is really the crux 
of the problem. Factor-in the time away from base and it is 
obvious that a full championship programme requires full time 
commitment. This is a big undertaking even for those at the 
top of the sport. For those a step down from the very top it 
represents a bigger challenge. And for those on the outside 
looking in, perhaps hoping to join, it is a factor that may 
influence their decision one way or the other: more attractive 
if you are a Finn or a German. Perhaps less attractive if not and 
you need to find more money and more time.

The fact that more countries want an event is a sign of the 
ERC’s strength. The ORC’s problem is finding a level that keeps 
both organisers and team satisfied.
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In the lead up to his ‘one-off’ drive in the Norwegian ERC 
round at Momarken, Tommy Rustad refused to break out of his 
professional racing driver mould.

Surely this event had the intention of reminding everyone of 
what he could do in Rallycross, gave him the chance to show 
against this year’s front runners, that he had the pace to win, to 
advertise that he still wanted to do this thing?

“Not really,” Rustad said. “It’s just my home race and I have 
some sponsors, so it would be nice to do it for them,” etc., blah, 
blah. He certainly did not drive like a man just out for a bit of 
fun while keeping local sponsors happy. Had it not been for a 
rub with Thomas Rådström he would have won the event, the 
second time in as many years he has been denied almost certain 
victory at Momarken.

Now the truth is out. Rustad will be back in the ERC in 2008 
as he opens up a three-year programme for which he is reputed 
to have a budget of €2 million. 

Rustad has teamed up with Norwegians Jim Carlsen and Nils 
Hellum, the former previously involved in Rallycross with Eivind 

Opland but more latterly working in a management capacity 
with both Petter and Henning Solberg as well as being involved 
in Rally Norway’s successful inclusion in the WRC.

“The sport is definitely on it’s way up again and I think the 
interest will increase more and more with new drivers and also 
WRC drivers like Jani Paasonen and Harri Rovanperä who have 
huge interest in the sport. I think the future is really bright for 
the ERC,” said Carlsen.

Rustad’s plans are still at the formative stage but he has already 
conceded that he is likely to purchase a ready to race car for the 
2008 season and build a new machine for 2009.

The Citroën Xsara that Rustad drove at Momarken has to 
be an obvious target for the new team to buy, but it seems 
reasonable to assume that the budget will mean that any of the 
available cars could be on its shopping list.

Rustad, who enjoys a high public profile in Norway as a 
presenter on the motoring TV show Autofil, completed his 
first full ERC season with Isachsen Motorsport in 2006 but has 
returned to the STCC this year.

Rustad’s return
“Crown Prince” Tommy comes clean on ERC ambition

Rustad again proved his quality and worth 
as a driver at Momarken. Now there’s a 
real effort to bring him home.



July 9
Andreas Eriksson takes his second ERC victory, 
but again has to stand in front of the Stewards 
before being able to celebrate. The Norwegian 
round of the ERC is stopped amid chaotic scenes 
following Kenneth Hansen’s huge crash in the A 
final. Eriksson was confirmed as the winner only 
after Stewards studied TV pictures to determine 
the sequence of events surrounding Eriksson’s 
pass of leader Tommy Rustad and the appearance 
of the red flag. Rustad was initially credited with 
the win, but the Stewards later overturned that 
decision and awarded the win to Eriksson. The 
Swede also survived a protest made by Lars 
Larsson. Lithuanian Martynas Padgurskis wins 
in Division Two, the 17-year-old becoming the 
youngest ever winner of an ERC round.

July 9
Minicross extends its ‘British weekend’ trip to 
Valkenswaard and makes it a ‘British fortnight’ 
with an event at Maasmechelen  ahead of the 
Dutch event. John Thacker is the winner. The 
Belgian championship event is taken by Ron 
Snoeck. It is the Dutchman’s first event win with 
his Division One Golf.

July 12
The Lithuanian round of the NEZ Championship 
is cancelled after heavy rains flood the Vilkyciai 
circuit. The race is rescheduled to take place on 
August 11-12.

July 15
The Minicross gang move to Valkenswaard where 
Thacker wins again. The Dutch championship 
round won by local star Jos Kuypers over Patrick 
Van Mechelen.

July 15
Rolf Volland moves ahead in the German 
Rallycross Championship after winning round 
five at the Estering. The event included a top 
class D1-A tussle between Sven Seeliger and Pole 
Tomasz Nowak, the pair both using the event to 
limber up for the Benelux ERC rounds.

July 15
Marc Laboulle finally manages to convert his 
qualifying speed to a win and takes the French 
championship round at Châteauroux-St.-Maur.

July 19
On the eve of its Swedish championship race, 
Kalix MK reveals that it aims to take the Swedish 
round of the ERC to the venue in the north of 
Sweden.

July 21
Lars Larsson moves closer the Swedish 
championship title after winning at Kalix. The 
Skoda driver leads home Per Eklund and, his best 
D1 result to date, Tony Croon.

July 26
Jussi Pinomäki makes his Division One debut 
driving a Skoda Fabia Cup car in the fourth 

July 9
Kenneth Hansen crashes out of the A final in 
the Norwegian round of the ERC. Hansen 
is able to walk away from the crash which 
causes the event to end in chaos: KHM 
personnel were first to the car and helped 
their driver from the wreckage while marshals 
looked on. Confusion over rthe red flag meant 
that Tommy Rustad and Andreas Eriksson 
were variously reported as the event winners 
by different national newspapers in Norway. 
The important thing is that Hansen was not 
hurt. As with all such incidents, there are 
lessons to be learned.

Diary
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round of the Czech Rallycross Championship 
at Sosnova. Pinomäki finished third in the event 
behind Otakar Vyborny and Marek Zeman. Jani 
Paasonen (who introduced Pinomäki to the drive) 
was eighth.

July 29
David Meslier makes clever use of the ‘Joker Lap’ 
to win the French championship event at Kerlabo. 
Marc Laboulle and Alex Theuil crash out of the 
event, the incident destroying Laboulle’s Xsara 
and, possibly, ending his year. The event, which 
was observed for inclusion as the French round 
of the 2008 ERC, was run in mixed weather 
conditions.

August 2
Lars Larsson completes a hat trick of SRC 
wins in the Strängnäs evening race. Andreas 
Eriksson takes second place ahead of Stig-Olov 
Walfridsson.

Look out for… 

August 12 & 19
The Benelux rounds of the ERC. Perhaps the 
easiest events to reach in Europe and falling 
within central Europe’s holiday period, the 
Belgian and Dutch races get good entry levels and 
promise fine weather for watching.

August 27
Lydden’s traditional August Bank Holiday Monday 
BRC counter. The championship is finely balanced 
as it makes its third appearance of the year at the 
home of Rallycross.

John Thacker won the Benelux Minicross races. Lars Larsson won again in the SRC.

www.kentcams.com


A few weeks ago FIA Off Roads Commission President Andy 
Lasure made it known that he expected the 2008 European 
Rallycross Championship to be contested over 12 rounds. He 
was, he said, aware that the ACN in Germany had paid all the 
necessary fees in respect of a race at the Estering. Additionally 
he was in discussion with those planning a Finnish event who 
now said they would apply for a round of the 2008 ERC.

“The drivers will not like it, but what can I do? The rules 
allow 12 races and if the applications are good we cannot refuse 
them,” said Lasure.

Current regulations do not permit more than 12 rounds in 
the championship, but the ERC has not included more than 
11 races in the current era. The last time it exceeded 11 races 
was in 1995 when there were 12 events. Since this time the 

championship has run fewer than the maximum number of 
events permitted: 11 in 1996, then, with the exception of 1999 
and 2000 when there were nine events, dropping to ten rounds 
until the 2006 season.

While the prospect of 12 races a year might at first appear to 
be good news to the ears of spectators and fans of Rallycross, 
Lasure’s acknowledgement that drivers will not be happy should 

ERC set to grow in 2008
Why a bigger championship may not be all good news for the ERC
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Jussi Pinomäki has led the revival of Finnish 
fortunes in the ERC and now looks set to 
benefit from a home event.
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The European Rallycross Championship is 
set to expand to 12 races (in the countries 
coloured blue) in 2008. More races sounds 
like good news for fans, but the extra events 
will mean increased time and costs for the 
team and competitors involved.

also ring some warning bells among fans. Bigger is not 
always better, and a 12-round ERC may just be a step too 
far for many of those currently involved.

At the most basic and obvious level, moving the 
championship from ten to 12 races is an increase of 20%. 
More races means more racing, more laps for each car, 
increased costs for each team involved. It is difficult to 
obtain exact details regarding the budgets, but reliable 
information from several sources indicates that a front 
running Division One budget is currently around €180 
– 200,000 for a ten-event season (not including the cost of 
a car).

The maths are relatively simple: at the top end of 
the sport a 20% increase in activity is going to require 
something like an extra €40,000. Bad enough, but likely 
to be attainable by those with commercial backing, after 
all, two extra races means exposure in two more market 
places. And with Germany and Finland both prosperous 
countries within the European Economic Area, it is 
unlikely to be a particularly hard sell. Of greater concern 
will be the plight of those occupying the lower half of the 
ERC pecking order. Their budgets may be appreciably 
smaller than those of the professional outfits at the 
top, but the impact of a 20% increase in running costs 
is probably much more dramatic to them. For a driver 
scrabbling around to pull together €100,000 a year, finding 
an extra €20,000 to race twice more in the year is going 
to be a much bigger task.

The cost in terms of hard cash is one thing but there 
is also a significant time cost involved in two extra 
races. Current form would indicate that Germany and 
Finland will either be placed in the championship as a 
double-header – not as unlikely as it may seem given the 
proximity of the Travemünde – Helsinki ferry crossing 
– or that the current schedule will be shuffled to deliver a 
championship of six double-headers. With the exception 
of a team’s local event, each pair of races involves at least 
11 days away from base, more often than not it’s 12 to 
14 days at a time. So, an extra pair of races is more time. 
Even the fly-in, fly-out racer is going to need another four 
days out of the office. It’s not dramatic, but at a time when 
Rallycross looks increasingly attractive to rally drivers, as 
much from the time aspect as from the cost of competing, 
increasing the time committment is a factor in the sport’s 
popularity.

www.76racing.co.uk
http://www.erc24.com


Competition Cars, Engines & Transmissions

Vast Experience in
Ford RS200 – Cosworth YB – Metro 6R4 – Jaguar ‘E Type’

F1 Megatron – Subaru – Mitsubishi Engines
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Built to all specifications from Road to Rallycross
producing up to 740bhp and 540lb/ft torque

We offer a Complete Service for Competition & Performance Cars
Transmission – Turbocharger Building & Modifications

Supply & Installation of Pectel & Gems Management Systems
RS200 & Ford  Motorsport Parts Supplied

Welding & Fabrication of Components & all Types of Tig Welding
Bodyshell & Car Preparations for all Types of Racing 

Full Machine Shop Facilities
Latest fully instrumented SuperFlow 902 Engine Dynamometer

Tel. 0044 1435 865999 • Fax 0044 1435 865947

www.racetuners.com • e-mail Frances@racetuners.com
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Exactly where those two extra races are 
accommodated in the calendar is also a 
concern. So far there has been a reluctance to 
extend the championship beyond 20 weeks 
between May and October that it has for so 
long occupied. Perhaps now is the time to start 
it earlier or finish later; losing the short summer 
break to cater for the extra races is unlikely to 
win Lasure any friends in the paddock.

This is not to say that there is no merit 
in running a 12-round championship, just 
that those involved in making the decision 
to increase the number of events need to 
remain aware that the sport is predominantly 
populated by amateur competitors, teams and 

drivers who will be greatly affected by a longer 
calendar. 

Increasing the championship to 12 races also 
brings another problem forward: what happens 
when there is a 13th application?

Assuming that all applicants are suitably 
qualified and approved, there is currently no 
mechanism for selecting which will be included 
and which will be left out of the championship. 
It would seem appropriate for the ORC to 
address this matter and determine the criteria 
for selecting championship events before 
the situation arises. After all, it is no secret 
that Tatarstan hopes for an ERC event at the 
redeveloped Vysokaya Goro circuit.

Rene Munnich is one of the few German 
driver to venture into the ERC, although the 
Estering event has always been popular.

www.racetuners.com


This year we have seen four high profile Division One drivers 
involved in major crashes. Thankfully no-one was seriously 
injured, so while cars have been heavily damaged it would 
appear certain that the current construction regulations are 
producing cars that keep drivers safe.

Kenneth Hansen’s crash in Norway attracted more attention 
than did other incidents, partly because of the sheer magnitude 
of the crash and partly because it was Hansen.

Kenneth Hansen does no crash. It’s unusual enough for him to 
spin that such an event is note worthy. In 24-years of racing in 
Rallycross the man has never even had a roll – so this was quite 
an event. Had the same accident befallen a driver who is more 
accident prone, the shock factor may not have been as great.

As with his Citroën colleague Olivier Anne in the previous 
week’s Swedish event, Hansen’s Norwegian crash involved a 
multiple roll and a lot of damage to his C4.

That both drivers, along with Lars Larsson who crashed in 
Hungary and Marc Laboulle who suffered a car destroying crash 
in the FRC’s counter at Kerlabo – the candidate event for the 
2008 ERC round in France, escaped injury owes much to the 
fact that technical rules have kept pace with the latest thinking 
on safety and that the FIA has mandated high equipment levels 
for seats and harnesses. Those building the cars, and specially 
roll cages and safety structures, also deserve some credit here.
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Safe as houses
Big D1 crashes  have illustrated safety of cars

Hansen’s Citroën C4 comes apart during the 
crash in Norway. Hansen says the HANS 
device prevented serious injury.

www.ERC24.com
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If you’ve had the opportunity to get an up-
close look at a current D1 car you will have 
noticed that the latest cages reach out to all 
corners of the car. The recent evidence is that 
these intricate but incredibly strong structures 
are doing their job very effectively.

After Lars Larsson’s crash in Hungary Susann 
Hansen had expended her vocabulary.

“I learned some new words today,” she said 
on the Sunday. “‘Severe concussion’. I hope that 
I never hear them again.”

Mrs Hansen was clearly concerned for her 
compatriot, but Larsson’s removal to hospital 
for observation the evening after his crash 
during timed practice, also put the safety of 
her husband to the forefront of her mind. On 
Sunday Kenneth Hansen raced wearing his ultra 
lightweight Peltor crash helmet and a HANS 
device.

“I used the HANS device sometimes last year 
but I never felt comfortable with it. We spoke 

about safety after Larsson’s crash yesterday and 
I have decided that I will get used to wearing 
the HANS device if I use it all the time,” said 
Hansen of his decision to use the safety device.

The HANS device is mandatory in many 
forms of motor sport from F1 to relatively low-
level circuit racing formulae but comparatively 
few drivers in Rallycross use the carbon 
fibre device which restricts the distance a 
driver’s head can move by a system of straps 
attached to the device, which sits on his or her 
shoulders, and the crash helmet.

Of the three drivers under discussion here, 
Larsson alone was hospitalised as a result of 
the accident. The others, of course, received 
medical checks, but did not require the kind of 
intervention that Larsson needed in Hungary 
where he was removed from the circuit on 
Saturday evening and placed under observation 
in hospital overnight. Hansen, Anne and 
Laboulle all use the HANS device. 

Larsson does not.

Olivier Anne took a huge tumble in 
the Swedish ERC round at Höljes. The 
Frenchman walked away.
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Mag 6 open face helmet, 
Snell SA2005 approved from

£199.00

Arai GP-5K full 
face helmet, Snell 
SA2005 approved 

from

£449.00

£406.50

Corbeau
Revolution, FIA 
approved from 

£305.25

£95.00

Sparco deep dish 
black suede or 
leather 350mm

£121.44
£127.88

AP Racing Brake 
Bias adguster 

lever type 

Sparco Top 3

£79.95

Sparco
Speed

£26.50

OMP
Wins Top glove

£61.29

Sparco Pro Jet open 
face helmet, BS6658-85 

approved from

£165.00

OMP Mugello

£65.00

Sparco
Sprint 6
2 Layer

£195.00

Alpinestars
GP Pro 
3 layer 

£510.60

OMP
Trend 2

£233.00

Alpinestars
GP 2

2 layer 

£331.87

OMP
Tecnica Plus

£412.00

Sparco
Sponsor 6
3 Layer

£435.00

Alpinestars
Tech 1-R High

£97.83
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From the evidence of these crashes, you 
have to say that the FIA has done a good with 
regard to safety in the way that the cars are 
constructed: we have seen things go wrong and 
cars crashing heavily either through mechanical 
faults or through incidents on the race track. In 
all of these we have also seen drivers walking 
away from the accidents.

Perhaps now the FIA should give some 
consideration to following the lead of other 
championships by making the use of the HANS 
device compulsory.

It’s very difficult to draw hard a fast 
conclusions from accidents, but the fact is that 
the HANS device is designed to prevent head 
and neck injuries. Of the four drivers whose 
crashes are under consideration here, the only 
one who was hospitalised was the one who 
does not use the HANS device, and he needed 
care for concussion. We’re with Susann Hansen 
on this one, we’d rather not hear the term 
‘severe concussion’ again.

Sverre Isachsen, a long-time user of the 
HANS device, and Hansen look on as 
Larsson’s crash is cleared up.

Larsson does not use a HANS device
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Rovanperä “investigating” ERC future
Finnish WRC driver Harri Rovanperä drove in the Supernational 
support races in both the Swedish and Norwegian ERC events, 
and said during the latter that he was looking into a future in the 
ERC.

“Rallycross is a possibility for me, I am looking into it to find 
out about budgets, what’s needed, the cars that are available. I 
cannot do it without a sponsor but I would like to do this [the 
ERC] and want to drive a four-wheel drive car,” Rovanperä said.

There appears to be a small possibility that Rovanperä could 
team up with another Finn to form a two-car team in the ERC if 
he manages to find the funding to race in 2008.

Green days for Ridge in Belgium and Holland
British racer Hal Ridge was the only Stock Hatch racer to drive in 
the Belgian and Dutch  events  linked to the Open championship.

Ridge (right) took his Peugeot 205 GTi to the events at 
Maasmechelen and Valkenswaard where the local organisers 
placed him in the Division One-A category. Despite being 
outclassed by more sophisticated racecars, Ridge enjoyed a 
reliable run through both events with his car.

The Shropshire-based racer has recently attracted some 
backing from fuel company Greenergy and is running its decals 
on his car which he shared with Rallycross newcomer Don 
MacLeod at Knockhill.

O’Donovan gets BRC victory in Scotland
The Knockhill round of the BRC once again produced a maiden 
event winner as Ollie O’Donovan claimed his first outright win in 
Rallycross in the fifth round of the 2007 championship.

O’Donovan’s win, combined with Andrew Jordan’s problems 
in the event, has kept the Lonodn-based Irishman in the hunt for 
the Kumho Tyres MSA British Rallycross Championship title.

O’Donovan (above) is the third driver in as many years to 
claim his first BRC event at the Scottish track. Last year Jordan 
won for the first time and in 2005 it was John McCluskey who 
broke his duck at Knockhill.

The BRC’s Scottish event also produced a notable win for Ben 
Power in the SuperModified category, the 17-year-old graduate 
of the Junior category passing dave Bellerby’s all-conquering 
Lotus Exige to win the class.

mailto:mattroachracing@hotmail.co.uk
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